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I have been talking about the origin.  However, in
 the Prajna Sutras, prajna wisdom is not prajna. So, when the time comes for teisho on the
Diamond Sutra, if you haven’t understood the principle behind the prajna thinking that 
prajna wisdom will not be    prajna .  So, before going into the prajna series, you really 
have to understand that the origin is not the origin.  
So, I have spent so much time already explaining the origin.  The origin is the condensed 
point from which everything springs forth from; that point is pregnant with everything. 
In Japan, the Zen schools claim the origin is a fixated thing.  So, if you take the origin as 
emptiness,[ in the sense that it is empty of activity] that is a sure sign that Buddhism will 
decay. You should remember that Sunya, or emptiness is the activity of emptiness.  Also, 
you should remember that the tatha-gata activity and tatha-agata activity are the activities
of no will.  If you say, I can’t imagine an activity with no will, then such a person is 
already showing that he is standing upon his "I am"  self. Therefore, we explain the 
activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata in words like expansion and contraction that are 
more meaningful in your life.  
So, first let’s take expansion as the self-affirming activity.  This activity of expansion is 
done with no will. Contraction activity is also moving without will. We could use many 
different terms to describe these two activities : expansion and contraction or plus and 
minus.    These two opposing activities encounter each other and unite.  However, simply
encountering is not the final stage.  The encounter must be broken through in order to go 
further.   Therefore, your practice must reflect that activity.    
You bring up various questions and to bring up questions is alright, but if the question 
comes from your fixated "I am" stand point, then please refrain from asking that kind of 
question.  So, a question such as, ” How does my "I am" self appear, and how can I 
dissolve it?” that kind of question is probably okay to ask.  [You are asking your 
questions standing on the basis of your consciousness, so please ask questions that reflect
the understanding that consciousness is a limited activity.]  Therefore, I must continue 
explaining how the "I am” self appears.
Encountering is followed by break through and the reaching of the origin of the opposite 
activity. Tathagata Zen kindly suggests that it will be easier to see the Tathagata activity 
if we explain it in a personified way. The Tathagata activity does not have will, therefore 
it would not have say, “I am Tathagata.”  But Nyori Zen kindly allows you to personify 
in the same way as if you were kindergarten children.  [So, by personifying the activities, 
they no longer are will-less.] Without using will it would be very difficult to break 
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through the comfortable unification. But for the original will-less activity… ???
There are various theories that we could talk about concerning the break through, but I 
am going to ignore them all and go on.  So, if you look at these activities in a personified 
way, however, these activities will have a conversation.  The plus activity, encountering 
the minus activity, will say,” I started from my origin.”  Then, the minus activity will say,
“ "I am" going to the origin of plus because that is an unknown area for me and if there is 
a unknown field left, it causes me anxiety, therefore, I must explore.
So this type of conversation about from what origin you started from and to where you 
are going, must be expressed in a personified way.  But remember that the activities 
actually have no personality or will, no consciousness, therefore, the activities simply 
move in a will-less way.  
Unification must be broken through, but it is not 

unconditionally done.  The breakthrough means that both the plus and minus give up 
their own bodies, they’re own existences.  In Buddhism it is said that it is only an 
infinitesimal part that they give, however.    So, separation is achieved through the 
activity of breaking through.  Separation means that an infinitesimal amount of distance 
is created.  Plus and minus, we could say, donate that very small part of themselves to 
create the distance.  This occurs at the moment that they break through each other.  When
these two infinitesimal parts of plus and minus come together, the result is zero.  
So when plus and minus unify they manifest zero, Sunya. It is zero, but it is not pure 
zero, in the sense of completion.  So it is Sunya, emptiness, but not completed zero. 
Because both plus and minus have given one-billionth of their portion of themselves to 
create the distance, therefore, the plus activity and minus activity unite and result in 
emptiness, yet this emptiness is manifest as the result of losing that one-billionth portion. 
In that sense, it is not complete.  
Since you all have a highly developed consciousness, when you hear this kind of 
teaching, you should be able to follow it.  If you don’t understand, however, continue 
your zazen contemplation.
 Distance is produced in between emptiness and incomplete emptiness. That means, I am 
you and always have been??  Between a flower and a storm distance is there.  That means
that the great universe is filled with distance.  Buddhism teaches that this distance is the 
"I am” self.  Then naturally it follows that the "I am” self appears and the distance 
appears in between incomplete plus activity and incomplete minus activity.
We caution you not to fall into two-dimensional thinking, however.  Instead of thinking 
in a two-dimensional way, left and right, you should think in a spherical way, with plus 
outside and minus on the inside, embracing distance. 
 Buddhism says that mother, father and the "I am" self are all created at the same 
moment. The ordinary viewpoint is that the mother and father come into existence before 
the “I am” self does, but Buddhism is presents a different, astonishing viewpoint of the 
simultaneously mother, father and the child are born at the same moment.  Therefore if 
you unconditionally accept the ordinary ways of looking at things, you probably couldn’t 
therefore, bear the explanation of Buddhism. 
 I hope that you followed my talk.  The "I am” self is endowed with one-billionth of plus 
and minus. [The "I am” self is made up of equal infinitesimal amounts of plus and minus 
and how very small the parts of plus and minus that come together, shows how 
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incomplete the newly born "I am” self is.]  
Plus and minus lose one-billionth of themselves to the "I am" self, and the incomplete 

plus and incomplete minus embrace the new, primitive "I am” self, the distance.
You are highly educated and today’s science is highly developed. Yet, no one has 
probably heard a theory like this.  So, based on your previous education you look at 
Buddhist concepts and it seems strange.  However, Buddhism has never negated science 
or the scholastic world.  [There might be a battle between religion and science, however, 
but Buddhism is not a religion and some religions might see the teachings of Buddhism 
as very strange. (tape change)
…outside of Diamond or Prajna thinking.  I am here in the country of religion and I speak
for Buddhism.  Therefore I would like to talk.  Religions are quite a comforting thing and
for some believers they can’t, live one day without their religion.  But, I have to add that 
all religions are based upon God. 
 The time when Buddhism started was way back before the establishment of Christianity 
or Islam.   But in India, there is Bramanism and Brahmanism is based upon the almighty 
god-like, Brahma.  So, Brahmanism was already established in India and what 
Shakyamuni said about Brahmanism is that it is also the product of two opposing 
activities.  Brahma is almighty, all existing.  Nothing is existing outside of Brahma; that 
is their standpoint.  
In contradiction to that Shakyamuni said that Brahma is existing as the result of two 
opposing activities.  So, to know about Brahma, you have to study Hinduism.  But 
anyway, Shakyamuni grasped Brahma as the expression of the completed activity, or the 
complete unification of the two opposing activities. It is said that Brahma presides over 
all the karma.  But from the standpoint of Shakyamuni, karma is just the by-product of 
the activity of the plus and minus.  This kind of thing, however, is a separate subject and 
should be talked about at another time.  The prajna Sutras will touch upon this kind of 
thing, so I thought that I would just touch on it.   
In Tathagata Zen transmission tells that the young Siddhartha when was on a pilgrimage, 
encountered a Brahman. Siddhartha heard the story from the Brahman that without eyes 
you could see, without ears you could hear and without you could grasp.  So, the Brahma 
with his total body experience was able to grasp; he doesn’t therefore, need to depend 
upon eyes, ears, or hands.  Just being complete, he could do any activity, and that 
surprised Siddhartha.  
From the Buddhism point of view Brahman doesn’t need to reject anything.  So, if you 
think that because Brahma is the completed being then he would control karma, that is 
wrong.  It is the other way around.  The controlling is done by the incomplete being. So 
later, this kind of Brahma teaching developed in to a religion of Brahmanism , but 
probably the very primitive, first appearance of Brahmanism was very naïve , really in 
sense of totality.  
So, it is transmitted in Nyorai Zen that Siddhartha grasped Brahmanism as the total 
unification of plus and minus activities and he realized that there I no need for Brahma to 
control karma.  And this teaching will appear again the Diamond Sutra.  

The End
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